Over 100 Honored At Assembly;
TDP Wins; Honor Societies Choose
Women's Chief Justice
Will Be Elective Office

Waterville, May 15 — Incomplete returns indicated that the referendu m held ,by the Women's Division today and yesterday received
an overwhelming majority of favorable votes. With Mary Low not
yet rep or t ed, the prop osal to alter th e process by which the Chief
Justice of Women's Judiciary is elected seemed assured of passage.
The new process, as detailed by the proposal voted up on in today's
referendum,, reads: "A committee
JUNIOR ADVISORS
composed of the j unior and senior
The followin g sophomor women
members of Student League, Judichave been chosen to be junior
ial Board, and the Dean will be
advisors for the year 1962-1963 :
established for the purpose of selectLinda Brooks , Barbara Buis ,
ing qualif ied ju nio r girls for . the
Barbara Can4 , Peggy Chandler ,
position of Chief Justice. A comBetsy Crockett , Barbara Darlin g,
mittee composed of the Dean, the
P. J. Downin g, Martha Partin gPresident of Student League, and
ton , Anne Gellhorn , Barbara Gorthe Chief Justice will interview the
don , Lee Haskell , Doris Kearns ,
candidates to choose three or four
Colleen Khour y, J ane Lewis , Sue
to be voted upon by the Woman's
Lockhart , Jean Martin , Barb McDivision. Interested candidates may
Clarin , Judy Milner , Lois Philsubmit their , names to the selecting
Philli ps , Sally
brick , Marcia
committee."
Saay be, Nancy Sayior , Hannah
Bunny R ead , '63, present Chief
Sewall , and Sherry Worthley.
Justice, indicated that she thought
the new system woxild work well.
She felt that the interview system
¦would be particularly effective, both
as a means of letting interested
students know what the job of Chief
Justice involves and as a means of
letting the interviewing committee - and hence, the wom'en - - learn
Professor Peter Re will conduct
¦what the girl's own views of the instrumental and choral groups at
Judicial system are.
Colby College Sunday evening, May
She noted that it was hoped that 20, in a performance of the seldom
the new system would encourage a heard Requiem by Hector Berlioz.
greater interest on the part of the It will be the first presentation of
Women's Division in Women's Jud- the work in Maine and only the
iciary.
third performance in the east.
"We hope that through our Rules
Rehearsals have been underway
Revision Committee/' Bunny added ,
since
January. The performing
"the women will see the flexibility
groups
include the Colby College
of our Colby system and will feel
glee
club
, the Lamplighters of Aufree to bring any new ideas they
and
the Waterville Area
gusta,
may have to the Committee for conCommunity symColby
Chorus.
The
sideration ." The Committee, originaugmented
by inphony
Orchestra,
ated the proposal voted on today.
other
strumentalists
from
several
The nucleus of the Committee conwill
also
be
heard.
orchestras,
sists of the Chief Justice and the
For Professor Re the program will
members of the Women 's Judiciary,
be
the realization of a goal he set
but Bunny wishes to emphasize that
for
himself shortly after he came to
its meetings are open to all women.
Colby
in 1951.
, Present members of the CommitAn outstanding choral conductor,
tee are Karen Beganny, '03, Anne
Quirion , '63, a member of Tri-Delt, ho is a former student of Hugh
Edie Sewall, '63, Barbara Buis, '64, Ross, tho distinguished conductor of
Jean Martin, '64, a member of Sig- the Schola Cantorum o'f New York
ma Kappa , CiCi Sewall, '64, a mem- City. In the summer of 1954, Prober of Sigma Kappa, Donna Brown, fessor Re studied at tho Berkshire
'65,, Anna Owens , '65, and Linda Music Festival under an RCA Victor
Steams, '65, a member of Clvi Ome- Fellowship.
A graduate of tho Told School of
ga. Polly French is a non-voting
Music,
with a master's degree from
member, through hor position as
Continued on Page Four
Continued on Page Five'

Berlioz Requiem
To Be . Conducted
By Professor Be
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Bill Millett, Kim Kimball* and Wesley 'Miller aftend tlie unveiling of
the new Stu-G Room pain ting.

Waterville, May 15 — President Edward Y. Blewett of Portland's
Westbrook Junior College addressed Colby's Annual Recognition Assembly held in Runnals Union today.
Mr. Blewett said that many people believe that "the standards set
in any college are inevitably the standards of the average." He noted
a further belief that seems to be prevalent today that "the desire to
excel is not the common pattern among current undergraduates."
Mr. Blewett challenged these contentions, turning for support to
the work of the Yale biologist , Dr.
Edmund Sinott. "There is a controlling force in life, one that absorbs
the poisons, the evils, the counterforces, the seemingly natural enemies of a species , in order that it s
peculiar characteristics may be achieved ," Mr. Blewett said. He continued , "Just as there is a kind of
divine restiveness that makes trees
seek to fulfill their destiny in an
orderly fashion , so the human spirit
at its best is propelled toward achievement of its highest potential."
Citing the Recognition Assembly
as proof for his estimate of the current academic situation , Mr. Blewett said , "there is something fresh,
sound , and admirable about excellence , for it is excellence which always conquers. I believe that the
majority of undergraduates today do»
Ba ck row, left to rig ht : Anne Quirion , Edie Sewall , Karen Beganny, strive for excellence. "
"It is so vitally important that
Diane Emerson. Seater , left to rig ht: Polly French , Bunny Re a d,
this
spirit of excellence should be
Marsh a Palmer.
infectious, should pervade a college," he said. "Excellence feeds
and thrives on excellence, and too
often , mediocrity feeds and thrives
on mediocrity, but one can't imagine a college in which, mediocrity is
dominant. Not to try to measure up
to the standards of high achievement would eventually destroy the
college and its students ."
Among those students recognized
at t oday 's Assembly were :
Foster Memorial Prizes in Classics : In memory of the late Professor John B. Foster, awarded to a
student from either division for
marked excellence in advanced
Greek and Latin courses.
Latin — Barbara Anne Flewelling, '64 ~
Greek — Gary Britten Miles, '62 ;
Robert Allen Reinstein, '62
French Consulate Prize : Offered
Back row, left to right: Kim Kimball, Charlie Carey, Peter Vogt, by the French Consulate in Boston
Front row , lef t to right: Wesley Miller , Tim Dakin , Byron Petrakis. for excellence in French studies.
Janet Mary Cole, '62
Absent: Bob Gula.
German Prizes : For excellence in
German courses.
Women's Division — First, Cynthia Joan Peters , '63 ; Second, Hannah Hull Sewall, '64
Men's Division — First, Edward
Joseph
Baker, '64 ; Second , StamatBy Norman Dukes
is Tsitsopoulos , '64
On May ninth , Dr. Victor Frankl , the author of Colby 's Book of ... Delta Phi Alpha German Prizes :
the Year , From Deathca mp to Existentialism, spoke on "Psychiatry Book prizes awarded by Gamma
and Man's Search for Meaning". Psychoanalists of our age, said Dr. Kappa Chapter, for scholarship in
Frankl, are finding increasingly that they are being confronted with German language and literature ,
and for initiative in fostering an ina new type of neurosis which is characterized by a loss of interest and terest in tho various activities of
lack of concern toward traditional meaning orientations. Contempor- tho German Clubs. Awarded equalary neo-Freudian psychology is un- basis of the logotherapeutio concept ly to:
able to- deal with ' this "existential which Frankl presents in his book
Ann Marie Gleason , '62 ; Peter
vacuum " which centers around the FROM DEATHCAMP TO EXIST- Dirk Leiser, '62
Symphonic Society Awards : Prefooling that life has no meaning. ENTIALISM!. Power, to Dr. Frankl ,
This feeling seems to result from a is a means, not an end , and pleasure sented to students in the Symphony
"Ions of animal security " and the is a side effect , not an end. Dr. Orchestra who have shown unusual
"collapse of those traditions which Frankl compared logotherapy to interest and improvem ent.
have formerly govorne'd life." Thus, psychoanalysis in terms of tho apJon Franklin Hall , '63 j Herbert
man can depend neither upon his proach to the patient : in psycho- Alan Wainer , '63
Colby Collogo Band Award : Preinstincts to toll him how to do some- analysis tho patient lies on a couch
thing nor upon his traditional values and talks to tho doctor ; in logother- sented for outstanding qualities in
to tell him what he oujght tor'do.
apy the patient sits in a chair and leadership and exceptional interest.
William "Vernon Chase, '62 ,
is
addressed by tho doctor. LogoOomtbmporary psychoanalysis is
Tho Gloo Club Award : Presented
therapy
is
not
however
a
replace,
,
unprepared to' deal withi -fclii s' neuroto
a senior for his or her outstandment
of
psychoanalysis
but
a
sup"
sis at its face valuo ; instead it tries
ing
contribution to the Glee Club
plement"
to
it.
to place it within preconceived sterin
terms
of service, interest , atti,
Man
s
life,
Frankl,
said
Dr
in'
eotypes and to deal with it along tho
and
loyalty over a period of
tude
stead
of
being
determined
by
moan,
same linos ' as did Frond , who felt
four
years.
ing,
is
structured
by
his
search
for
that, as soon as a person doubts the
62,
moaning or value of his life, ho is moaning, A moaning orientation, he> Roberb Gary Davis , '
Alma
Morrissette
MoPartland
can
bo
either
"lifo-saving
or
said,
"
siolc.
"life-sustaining." In tho death Award. A new award, presented for
Frankl sees man expressing, as onmps, a moaning orientation was excellence in musical achievement
his fundamental drive, neither Fre- often tho "life-saving" factor which , suoh as composition, performance,
ud's "will to pleasure " nor Adlor's allowed some to survive and endure scholarship, or leadership in musical
"will to power," but rather a "will whoro others failed. Dr. Frankl oit organizations. (Mrs. MoPartland is
Continued on Pago Four
to moaning. " This conception is tho
Continued on Pago Five
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Logotherapy &. Meaning
Subj ect Of Frank! Talk

Editorial

In Pursuit of Excellence

To the Editor :

Joculiir Replies:

Mr. Blewett, President of Westbrook Junior College, said in. his "' As a former Sports Editor of the
speech here Tuesday, "One can't imagine a college in which medio- Echo who has worked closely with
the athletic department I cannot
crity is dominant." Mr. Blewett is mistaken : one can, and Mr. Blewett help but be thoroughly, disgusted
was speaking before a college where there is altogether toooiigh a with the slanderous , malicious, and
percentage of mediocrity.
utterly falacious editorial that appeared
in last week's Echo , "The
. What was it Colby recognized at its Recognition Assembly last
End
of
an Era ." The article acTuesday? Of the more than 100 students honored , almost one third
cused Coaches Clifford and Kelley
were honored for non-academic achievement. And it was these of leaving Colby because Colby
awards that received the greater part of the student body's attention would not "professionalize" in ath— Cap and Gown, Blue Key, the Condon Medalist, and the athletic letics.
award, for instance.
The author referred to "evidence
Why not finally recognize that Colby is not yet a school in which that one of the reasons for their
enough students strive for intellectual excellence? The faculty strives, leaving was their dissatisfaction
to be sure, and some of the students strive— but too many seem to with the attitude of thet admissions
do no more than sweat out their four years of college as complacently committee toward the recruiting of
as possible, waiting for the sheepskin, the weekly paycheck, and bleed- 'professional' athletes who would
carry, as in the past , the burden of
ing ulcers.
tho athletic competition. " I ask,
Surely, the student body deserves a good measure of the credit for what is this evidence ? I contend
this state of affairs. But only so much credit — or "blame" might be there is no such evidence. I know
the more appropriate word — can be given to the student body. Too and have worked with both of these
great a percentage of the student body fits an image that could never, men : neither of them would attempt to get anj r student into Colin even the wildest fli ghts of the imagination, be called "academic." by if he would be a , detriment to
One wonders why they are here in the first place. For this situation, the academic standard, of Colby.
blame must be placed partly at the door of the Admissions DepartMr. Clifford made the following
ment.
statement to me today in regard to
It seems that Colby's Admissions Department is searching for that this matter : "In my final discusmythical "well-rounded" student the faculty had so much fun with sion with the President , no mention
at its show two weeks ago. No rough edges, such as an all-consuming was ever made of the policies .of the
interest in musical composition , the poetry of Arthur Hugh Clough , admissions committee." Where,
then , is this evidence ?
or biochemical genetics, are sought out ; such a student might not
have time to join a fraternity, play football, or toot a flute in the Col- The Echo went on to say, "Both
lege band. A square peg, he might not be able to f it into the conven- Coach Kelley and Coach Clifford are
'professional' coaches whose attitude
tional round hole. Rather, the man who has a crew-cut, smiling white toward the role of athletics in the
teeth, an extracurricular record as long as the interviewer's arm, reas- colleges has too often been that of
onable college board scores, and an average that indicates at least the a big time coach in a school which
latent potential needed to get through Colby — the "Ivy League" can afford to recruit a core of 'prolook that went out of fashion in the • Ivy League itself quite a few fessional' athletes."
years ago — are, it seems, attractions weighed much too heavily by Nobody "' will deny that the athColby's admissions officers. Certainly, we do not seem to be getting letic department seeks to interest
certain athletes in Colby ; I even
enough students of any other stripe.
advocate this policy in m y "Mule
Compare the attitude implicit in this state of affairs with the atti- Kicks" column of , N ovember 17
,
tude expressed by the Admissions Department of a comparable 1961. However, let's look at these
school, Wesleyan University. Robert J. Norwine, Wesleyan's Director athletes. One is in the top 2% of
of Admissions, said that there are three "judgment factors " that in- his class ; many others are on the
fluence the acceptance of prospective students there. First, he said, Dean's List ; and still many more
have an average above the mean for
Wesleyan is looking for the brilliant student. "He should be admitted men. In fact the academic average
,
even if he has shortcomings in other ways." Wesleyan is also looking of th e ba sketball team this year
for the activist, "or the person of force who is challenged by new sit- was 2.4 : there is not another men 's
uations which tax his resourcefulness." And third, Norwine said, group on campus with as good an
Wesleyan is looking for the creative , student, one who shows unusual average (except possibly another
athletic squad) . The average for all
abilities in such areas as "writing, literature, music, or science." Nor- men is 2.0. Good students are not
wine said that "There is an originality to their thought processes limited to the non-athletic realm
o f Colby College 1
Continued on Page Seven

Good Manners

Last Tuesday's Recognition Assembly pointed up another shortcoming in the Colby student body. Ordinarily a well-mannered, polite
audience, the students who got up to leave before the Academic Procession managed to effect a breach of manners and respect rarely seen
at Colby. The Colby faculty, after all, does deserve at least some small
part of the respect shown to visiting lecturers — and there was even
a visiting lecturer present at the Assembly. It is to be hoped that, in
the future, Colby students will recall their manners at formal academic functions.

®ljr flj oih}} JBrijo

Box 1014 , Colby College, Waterville, Maine

Office :' Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240

The editorial went on to say, "the
athl et e will begin to play a new role
in the life of the college. Winning
will still be im p ort ant , as ' it should
be, but the m an who repr esents
Colby on the gridiron , th e ice, or
the basketb all court will no lon ger
be a one-sided individual, often living in a world of 'high school glory,'
he will be , hopefully, a bal anced and
integrated member of a community
dedicated t o excellence of all kinds ,
both in the classroom and on the
fi eld. "

To the Editor :
The recent editorial in The Echo
concerning Colby
"professional"
athletes does a great injustice to
both -the athletes and coaches ot
this College, Coaching is like any
other profession — if successful, it
merits advancement. There is no
doubt that both Bob Clifford and
Jack Kelley have had great success
at Colby, but not through "professional' ' methods' — whatever they
may be.
We sincerely question whethei
"the man who represents Colby on
the gridiron, the ice , or the basketball court" is a "onesided individual living in a world of 'high school
glory.' " Colby athletes ARE "balanced and integrated members of a
community dedicated to excellence
of all kinds, both in the classroom
and on the field. " For example, for
the past three years , the Lilia Forster Prize for outstanding freshmen
has been awarded to men who have
become outstanding athletes in varsity competition. Six of the nine
men on Men's Judiciary are varsity
athletes , and four of the eight men
on Blue Key have varsity letters.
This past year, the members of the
basketball team compiled a cumulative average of 2.17 against the
all-men 's average of 2.03 : this certainly does not show weak classroom action.
Perhaps the writer of the editorial
in question is unaware of the fact
that an average of three hours per
day, six days per week , is spent by
most teams in practice sessions. It
is a.tribute to the athletes of this
college that they can find time to
take part in as many "non-professional" activities as they do. We
firmly believe that the Colby athlete
does make a positive contribution
to all areas of the community. It is
ashame that one TOTALLY uninformed individual can criticize the
work of the coaches and athletes of
this school.
Jim Bridgem an , '62
Cy Theobold , '62
May 14, 1962
(Edit or 's note : In labeling Coach*
es Kelley and Clifford "professional," the Editor meant to say that
their conception of the place of athletics at Colby is no longer compatible with th e int ellectu al and cultur al
goals of the College as it continues
to develop. The label was not meant
to be derogatory : the Editor has
played under both Coach Kelley and
Coach Clifford and thinks highly of

them.

(Many students , including Mr.
Bridgeman and Mr. Theobold , seem
to feel that the article was an attack upon athletics in general.' Such
was nob the case. The Editor would
be the last to question the value of
of athletics; he questions only
fal se and immature values placed
upon it by some at Colby.
By the way — what is the scholastic average of the ba sk etball
team P)
i

This is absurd. Mr. Leo Williams,
"
i
Director of Athletics, has stated to Tb the Editor :
(
In a society dedicated to tho bemo, 'Our athletes are many-sided
lief that freedom of the press is a
and will continue to he so, "
basic right for which ipeoplo will sacRather, the "one-sided individual" rifice their very life, it is generally
is the ono who believes there is b olioved that any organ of public
nothing other than "book-learning" opinion enjoys responsibilities as
in oolidgo — so "one-sided" that ho well as privileges. The Colby Echo
cannot see our athletes being iho unfortunately has not been known at
credit thoy aro to Colby.
all times for its democratic tradiAn just what does tho concluding tion, The students of tho College are
statement that Mr. Kelley 's and forced to contribute to tho newspaper and to pay a salary to memMr. Clifford's resignations will be a
bers of its editorial staff but , .alas,
change that is , "it is to bo hoped , aro given no ' rights in return . They
ultimately for tho better ," moan P may not eloot tlie guiding force of
tho Echo staff. Taxation without
Not only is this editorial derogrepresentation did not please the
atory to tho two ooaohos , tho de- founders of our nation but it does
,
partment, and tho school as a wholo not seem to disturb tho editorp of
^
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tho Echo.
Luckily, tho studont body is very
patient and tolerant of failure. Wo
aro willing to accept an editor whom
wo did not ohooso j wo are willing to
have him represent us on studont

government if he proves worthy of
the task. Is he?
^
The last issues of the Echo seem
to indicate that it is time to return
the voice oi the students to the
students. The editor has tolerated an
abominable article concerning a
coming debate on this campus, in
total disregard of a sense of fairness ; he has allowed a quality of
journalism , which contrasts sharply
with the high est potential of the
Colby student body.
As a student voice, the Echo
should be a voice of excellence on
the campus, a newspaper which represents the true character of the
college to whomever may read it. As
a student who is inevitably represented by the voice of the Echo on
many campuses, I plead to the editor of onr newspaper that he accept
the responsibility of his office. It is
none too early for him to refrain
from publishing unfounded , implicitly false , and derogatory editorials
such as one could read in the last
issue of the newspaper. After their
years of devoted and highly successful service to the College, the dominant opinion of the student body
would have found itself better expressed by a word of thanks to our
coaches than by the editorial the
Echo saw fit to print.
It is time we had a newspaper
worthy of the College, dedicated to
the highest standards of journalistic ethics . If our present editorial
staff cannot provide such an Echo,
they should give the student body
a chance to elect a responsible and
able group of editors.
Badouin _?. de Marcken , '62
May 14, 1962
To the Editor:
It was disconcerting to read in
your editorial page of May 1
1 the
editorial , "Tlie End of An Era."
It was disconcerting in two respects : first, that the writer should
single out a unit and thrust on it
the blame for which the whole is
guilty; and second , that the author
fails to venture past the stage of
hurling invective. We think that if
one considers a statement important
enough to print; the very least that
can be expected is that the writer
qualify his beliefs. Apparently, the
author of the editorial doesn't
think so, in that h e stat es a broad
generality ab out th e athlet e but
bothers himself no further to state
just what the shortcomings are. Ol
yes, he did t ake th e time out tc
label his victim with the term "professional." And frankly, we are in
a quandry as to the exact meaning
of this term. Is he referring to the
gener al concept that a p rofession al
athlete is one who receives money
for his efforts ? We think that he is
alluding to the attitude of the athlete toward the academic program.
This, however, may be conjecture on
our part , as the writer is rather
vague in expressin g his thou ghts on
the subject. In fact , thi s vagueness
is indicative of most of the article.
Th e readers of this article are ablo
to witness once again a • classic example of man 's inability to understand men. ' Many shades comprise
tho whole, and humanity cannot be
limited to prime colors . There are
all Irinds of athletes*, and to tie thorn
all together and , deposit them in society as being ono and the same is
a grave injustice, Tho editor creates
tho image that all athletes at Colby
are> hulking creatures possessed of
a vacuum in the cerebral area in
place of a brain. He inf ers that they
are» a stigma,/ an impediment to tho
cultural community ; that thoy foil
to "mako any kind of genuine contribution to tho academic program of
the collogo. " Ho further intimates
to thoir mental lack by stating that
their tenure horo at Colby m shortlived. ' Wo have our doubts ns to
whether he oven bothord to \proofroad his article, If ho did , wo cannot
understand how ho missed tho obContinuod on Parte Savon

Edit or ab
Glimpse of Humanity
Perhaps, af t er all, some good managed to emerge from the horror
which was the Third Reich. Though the spiritual exodus of one man
through this human inferno, can never begin to compensate for the
sufferings and deaths for which Hitler's holocaust was responsible,
y et to those of us who have never really kn own war and the suffering
it brings, and who have yet to encounter the reality of man's finitude3
Dr. Viktor Frankl's lecture came as a clarion call to shake off our
blissful hedonisms and half-known certainties, to enter the world, and
learn what is means to be human. His is a difficult demand ; the road
to this kingdom is paved with suffering, frustration , and despair.
We, here on pur little hill, were privileged to hear and encounter
a man who had been down this road and emerged with a message not
of negation but of affirmation. Although aspects pf Dr. Frankl's
thought could profi tably b e brought und er the light of critical consideration , the personality — or, as another age would have called it,
the soul — of this man is beyond all criticism. It is a difficult taskhowever, to separate Dr. Frankl's thought from his life. Both on the
lectern and in his book, From Deathcamp to Existentialism, Tit.
Frankl made no attempt to hide himself behind his thought; in reality, it would have been a very difficul t task for him to do so, since he
has so clearly achieved th at un animity of thought and action which is
the ultimate goal of the philosophical quest.
Colby's response to Dr. Frankl was incredibly spontaneous and
moving. In p art, this was due to the fact that most of the audience
had encountered him through his book, Fro m Deathcamp to Existentialism, and in part, to the enormously powerful impact of his personality on nearly everyone present. It was almost as if Dr. Bixler's
hope that someday the solution to an intellectual problem would
sweep the campu s in the same way as would a great football or hockey
victory had come true. One could not help feeling that Dr. Frankl's
address had kindled the fire of the intellectual quest in many people.
What the total effect of Dr. Frankl' s lecture will ultimately be on
Colby students, both in the college lives and beyond, remains to be
seen; but for . some, at least, it will be a long time before they forget
the short, slightly stooped gentleman who conveyed to us so well something of what it means to suffer , to love, and to be human.

Class 1964
Minutes:

'

. The first meeting of tbe class of
1964 was called to order by President Steve Schoeman at- 6 :4S, May
16, 1962. President Schoeman introduced President Strider who spoke
on tbe contributions of a class while
in college and after graduation.
Then the President mentioned some
of the plans being made for the Sesquicentennial Celebration, urging
the importance of each class helping
to make this event a success.
The Treasurer reported a balance
of $849.45 in the Treasury.
President Schoeman elaborated on
events For the coming year — class
outings, and tbe establishments of
various committees, such as a class
gift committee and social committee.

_,

-

President Strider
Receives Two
New Honors

President Strider lias' been elected
a Fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences. He is one of
two Maine men selected. Wendell
Hadlock, director of the William A.
Farnsworth Library and Art Museum of Rockland/ also was chosen. The Academy, chartered by
Massachusetts during the War of
Independence, includes in its membership national and international
leaders in the sciences and arts —
the fine arts as well as the practical
arts of engineering, medicine, business, and government.
President Strider has also heen
appointed by the UlS. Commission
on Civil Rights to its advisory committee for the State of Maine. The
Commission was created in 1957 c 'to
investigate alleged deprivations of
the right to vote on the basis of
co lor , race , religion, or national
origin; to study denials of equal
protection of the laws under , the
Constitution : to appraise the laws
and policies df the Federal Government with, respect to its equal protection and to report its findings
and recommendations to the President and the Congress.
Fifty advisory state committees
have been organized "to assist the
Commission in its statutory duties,"
and to make available the informed
opinion of leading citizens in all
parts of the nation." Committee
members serve without compensation.
SPANISH CLU B OFFICERS
President : Karen Eskesen
Vice President : Tom Donahue
Secretary-Treasurer : Karen Jaffe
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The weekly meeting of Student Government was called to order at
7:00 by President Wesley Miller. Representatives of the Freshman
Glass, Senior Class, and Mary Low Hall were absent. The secretary's

minutes were read and corrected. The treasurer reported a cash balance of $387.11 and a Sinking Fund balance of $2,139.30. A recent
acquisition to the Student Government room loaned by the Art Dept.,
a 17th century bunting painting,
Mr. GJula announced that USNSA
was unveiled by Mr, William Ma- Bulletin Board has been obtained
comber, Director of Robert's Union . in the Library and is located on the
The painting was given to the Col- same wall as the Spa near the old
lege by Mr . Richard 0. Pistell . Tim referenc e room.
Dakin swore in the male officers
8. Combined Student Judiciary
of the council, as ha was absent at
After a meeting of the combined
the annual Student Government boards of the Men's and Women's
banquet when Neal Butler did the Judiciaries , the Chief Justices proswearing in.
posed a new constitution for the.
A suggestion box will be placed Announcements and Committee
Supreme , Student Judiciary. Some
in the library for student suggesR eports
of the . proposed clianges from the
tions on, activities.
1. The council was reminded that recent referendum on thi s question
The jraeeting was adjourned at the Jackson-Muskie debate will be were in the area of a recommending
7:20.
held this Friday evening, May 18th power of this body to the lower
at 8 :00 p.m. in tbe Wadsworth Field boards, and not that this body shall
Respectfully submitted,
House, Tlio chair announced that moke all final decisions. Further
Betsy Crockett, Secretary delegations are expected from Rick- legislation on this matter will take
er College and the University of place at the next meeting,
9. The Freshmen Orientation ,
Maine.
i
- . <
'
" l
Dining
Facilities , and Handbook
I
2.
All
male
members
of
tho
Coun•
•' '
I •
cil are asked to come to a special Committes are all at work in their
meeting at 6 :00 next Monday to respective areas.
elect two Freshmen men to Men's
10.. The Cultural Life Committee
Judiciary.
reported that thoy aro in the process
8. It was announced that work on of roseving six dates on the calendar
the Co-ed Iioungo on tlie third' floor next year for (a) Student Governof Roberts Union is progressing. ment sponsored assemblies, and (b)
'
i
i
_
Students are asked to inspect tlie Student - Lecture Series
11. Finance Committee - R.
work as it progresses.
Kim¦ ') ' ¦
'
'
ball,
Ghrm.
4. It was announced that tlie
mailbox will be moved to the RobMr. Kimball reported that the
erts Union side of Miller Library Colby 8 Bus will post approximately
outside. The Deans offered to look POO. This bus, however, is availinto tho decision which was against able to all organisations on a rental
the •Council's previous recommenda- basis. Ihirthor investigation on the
tion tp have it moved to tho Spa problem of insurance was requested.
12. Mr. Wise, Chairman of the Sosido of the building.
B. Tho to.bphono will bo installed cial Committee, reported that Winiri the Student Government room to- ter Carnival plans aro boing formulated now.
morrow, Tu esday, May 16.
IS. Glass Development 'Committee
6. All council members are urged
K.
Robbins, Chrm.
tp
attend
next
week's
meeting
which
,
,. ¦
..
.
. .
'
i
d. Mt. Robbins reported that his
will bo very important .
1 7. USljJBA •— 11. Gula, Ohrm . '
Continued on Pago Fivo
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With the coming of spring and a new round of final examinations,
tension begins to mount on the Colby Campus as well as on practical-

ly all college campuses across the land . The students' overwhelming
concern is for the all-important grade that an incomprehensible marking system will grind out for them. Perhaps it would be worthwhile
to examine this mind-crushing process which keeps busy the steadily
growing psychiatric staffs of the na- that all can be classified and graded
tion's colleges and appears to f.ro- on the identical scale denies those
tate, the whole educational enter- differences arid does violence to
reality. Above all , it puts, a premium
prise.
wideso
on malleability, -upon accomodation
Those big, beautiful A's
little
miserly
to
existing expectations, upon the
ly sought and those
were
meant
for
qualities of getting along. The good
C' s so often found
another time and another student boy is le who matches up to his
body. The miscellaneous lots of teacher 's previously formed standboys and young men who recited ards, is to one wlo gives back what
their lessons in the eighteenth and his teacher said three lectures ago.
nineteenth-century American colleg- But is he the one likely to grow
es were indifferently prepared, only into the man of achievement? Unoccasionally interested, and given to less he learns somehow to locate
outbursts that took them altogether himself by his standards, a blast of
out of control . The instructor thus awareness, in school or later, will
needed grades and fines to keep blow him off his course.
them in hand. r
In the past, the looseness and the
In the modern institutional form inefficiency of the educational sysof American colleges, the problems tem provided the means for rescuing
of discipline are far lees pressing. talent in danger of being wasted.
The new students enter after a rigid The boy whose interests matured
selecting process. They present few' late or changed as he grew vp could
disciplinary problems and arrive af- jog along at his own rate and make
ter good and uniform preparation. up for lost time when he was ready.
The constant survaillance of their But the more rigid the system bestudies serves no useful function and comes, the less room it leaves for
only interferes with their education. the variant patterns of the maverick
Nevertheles's, the grading system (a species that is becoming less likeretains its importance. The curricu- ly to appear as the habit or desire
lum is divided into blocks of cours- for nonconformity on campus is
es , each worth a number of points, stifled) . The student tot ally aband an education is defined by the sorbed in the race loses confidence in
score that stands to the> student's himself and accepts the premature
credit in the college accounting sys- rating as a valid measure of his abtem. The grade is critical because it ility. Then the evaluation becomes
is considered evidence of the am- self-fulfilling.
ount of learning deposited to his
The system seems to favor cercredit .
tain character types over others, and
The goal of college is increasingl y not always the most desirable ones.
becoming similar to tho,t of high For the young man who knows when
school — the high score; that will he enters that he will be an accountopen tbe way to the next stage of ant, a chemist, or a doctor, the
competition. Now the student works learning track runs clearly to his
for grades that will admit him to destination, and all the stations are
the graduate or professional school. plainly" marked. He will make few
Hence, tactics become pre-eminently mistakes and run few risks. Even
important . One student works hard if he is not altogether docile, he
and normally shuns the snap course operates within a limited framework
"which gets you nowhere." But he and wastes no time. His schooling
still tiptoes gingerly through the is likely to be uneventful ; it> may
curriculum, carefully weighing all also be unadventurous and unimthe angles. Only the' reckless stu- proving.
dent will dare to take the course
By contrast, those who come to
which may interest him very much Colby, or any college, without specbut in which the professor is known ifically defined goals, or who change
to grade sevesely. Only the reckless as they learn , are at a competitive
will chance the course -which may disadvantage. This is especially true
draw his thinking in unexpected dir- at Colby where the inflexible area
ections. Tho losses to stwdents and requirements greatly limit the opto society are tremendous. The dis- portunity open to an upporolassman.
torted emphasis nullifies much of These students must make choices
what the college aims to do.
along the whole route, and thereUnfortunately, the system hurts fore face the hazard of mistaken dethose who are the ablest, among cisions. They are prone to turn into
whom qualities of excellence might dead ends and to need second chancbe found. Those students secure an es. Their records will look spotty
admirable training in the techniques and erratic. Tet they may.be growof the correct answers, thoy learn ing at every stage and , in tho end,
to remember, to bo noab, accurate, be better for their mistakes than
and cautious. But thoy are rarely their fellow s who never faltered. Socalled on to use their ability auto- ciety ifi the loser by tho failure to
nomously or speculatively, to deal make room for the recovery of such
with situations in which tho answers talents-. We need not only mon who
are not known but musb be discov- can get tho job done but also those
ered. Under the present system , who can wonder why it needs to be
they can not afford imperfections of done.
existing
formulations,
Writing
Finally, tho wholo process thrusts
against the clock, they must always an uncongenial role upon the input the cross in the right box and structor. His function as a teacher
round out the essay with an offirin- becomes subsidiary to that of tho
ativo conclusion. With what pain, grader ; ha is judge rather than
if over at all, will the student learn counselor, impartial arbiter rather
how to know what we do not know , than ally *of tho student. This role
how to probe nldno beyond tho lim- of tho professor distorts the moaning
its of what i s h an ded to us , how of education. It destroys the intito be a creative and original think- macy of a relationship in which tho
er 1
..
older ' person conceives hifl role as
Tho students ' aro organized in that, of helping tho younger, in
classes and treated as anonymous which th o youn gor can turn to tho
integers in an elaborate record sys- older for aid and advice without fear
tem. Yotpencil is an ' individual tlif- of being evaluated.
foront from wery other. Each has
Evori if tho nature of this disorCJontinuod on Page Boron
his own way of learning, To protend

OVER 100 HONORED
The Chemical Rubber Company
Continued from Page One
Prize in Physics : Presented to the
a member of the Class of '07.)
student with the highest average in
Cynthia Barbara Dunn , '62
beginning Physics .
Mary Low Carver Prize For PoetErvin Thomas Boulette, '65
ry: Presented to a student in the
Women 's Student League Scholarwomen 's division for an original ship: Awarded annuall y to the ju poem of merit in the English lan- nior woman who best meets these
guage.
requisites : creditable scholarship,
Lora Carol K reege r, '65
leadership, participation in extracurPoetry Prize for the Men 's Div- ricular activities, friendliness —
ision :
and who has contributed toward her
Gerald Hoy Zienfcara. '64 .
college expenses hy her own efforts.
Colby Library Associates Book
Karen Claire Beganny, '63
Prize: A prize of books, of the stuNinetta M. Runnals Scholarship:
dent's own choice, awarded to the Awarded by Delta Delta Delta to an
senior with the best personal col- undergraduate for scholastic perlection of books made during the un- formance, well-defined educational
dergraduate years.
objectives , and community particiRobert Allan Reistein, '62
pation.
The Andrew Blodgett Award : For
Paulette Rachel French , '63
excellence in dramatics, presented
Delta Delta Delta Local Scholarby the Powder and Wig Society.
ships : Given annually to undergradAnn Blaisdell Tracy, '62
uate women for well-defined educaGoodwin Public Speaking Prizes : tional objectives, and outstanding
Given by the late Mattia E. Good- campus leadership.
win of Skowhegan in memory of her , Pauline Ryder, '63; Edith-Ann
husband, the Honorable Forest Sewall, '6*3,o
. .
Goodwin of the Class of 1887, for
Trie Phylli s E. Fraser Scholar ship:
excellence in. the delivery of original Presented annually by Alpha Chapaddresses.
ter of Sigma Kappa to a Colby son
1st : Stephen Schoeman, '64
or. daughter , in memory of their
2nd : Robert Menzies Whitelaw, alumna and advisor , Mrs. Phyllis S.
'63
. .. . ,
Fraser.
,• . . .
3rd : Richard Robert Schmaltz,
Joyce Anne MacDonald. '64 „
'62
The Josephine Bodurtfia Gaghon
Hamlin Speaking Prizes : Award- Scholarship: Awarded annually by
ed to freshmen in the Men's and Alpha Delta Chapter of Alpha Delta
Women's Divisions for excellence in Pi in memory of their alumna, JosPublic Speaking.
ephine Bodurtha Gagnon . Award is
1st : Anna K. Owerjs, '65
made on the basis of financial heed,
2nd : Cassandra Catherine Cous- scholarship record , and leadership
ins, '65
on campus.
3rd : Jonathan Fredric Moody, '65
Paulette Rachel French, '63
Julius and Rachel Levine SpeakCarrie M. True Award : Given in
ing Prizes : Given by Lewis Lester memory of Carrie M. True, graduate
"Levine, of the Class of 1916, in
of Colby in the Class i of 1895 ; prememory of his father and mother. sented annually to a woman underPrizes are given for excellence in graduate at Colby selected for proextemporaneous address.
nou nce d reli gious leadership and in1st : Stuart Harvey Rakoff , '.65 fluence in the life of the college.
2nd : Kenneth Searle Robbins, '63
Marjorie DeMotte, '63
3rd : Stephen Schoeman, '64
Adlaide True Ellery Scholarship :
Murray Debating Prizes : A be- Given in memory of Adelaide True
quest of the late George E. Murray, Ellery, graduate of Colby in the
1879, provides for the annual award- Class of 1890 ; granted to a woman
ing of prizes for the best arguments student at Colby College in her jupresented at a public exhibition.
nior and senior years ; the scholarWilliam Beilfeld Neil, Jr. , '65
ship given in recognition of outRobert Emery Baggs, Jr., '65
stand religious leadership in the
Chi Omega Prize iri. Social Scienc- life of the College.
»
es: Awarded. this year to the highSandra Hayward, '64
est ranking woman in Sociology.
Lelia M. Forster Prizes : From
Pamela Ann .Taylor, '62
the income of the Lelia M. Forster
Paul A. Fullam Histor y Prize : Fund, awards are made annually to
Presented to the senior distinguished the young man and young woman
by outstanding work in the field of of the preceding entering class who
History and Government ; a fund is have shown the character and ideals
provided for books of the winner's most likely to benefit society.
choosing.
Not awarded in 1962
. Jane Tattle Germer, '62 ; Carl
Sigm a Theta Psi Trophy: AwardIrving Mpyerhubor, '62 ~
ed annually by Alpha Delta Phi
Edward tamper. Prize :Presented Fraternity to the student in ithe
to a senior distinguished by excel- Men 's Division who, at the end of
lence in the field of Hi story and his third semester 's work, has the
Government ; a fund, is provided for highest cumulative academic averbooks of the winner's choosing.
age.
Janice Clare Griffith, '62
Lawrence Douglass Schul_e, '64
William J. Wilkinson History
Philip W. Tirabassi Award : A
Prize: Established by Mrs. Wilkin- new award, a book awarded to a juson in mem ory of her husband, Wil- nior man at Colby who has willingly
liam , J. "Wilkinson , Professor of assisted his classmates, promoted
Modern History and Governm ent at the best interests of the College, and
Colby from 1924 to 1945 ; a, prize maintained a superior academic aveawarded annually to the history ma- rage.
jor in . tho junior class who, in the
Byron Potrakis, '63
judgment of the History DepartDonald P. Lake Award :Given anment, combines the following qual- nually to a member of tho senior
ifications : special interest in modern class whom the Colby College VarEuropean history ; high average in sity 'C Club elects for outstanding
History and Government courses ; scholastic achievement,
athletic
personal , integrity ; and ability to leadership and ability.
reason critically, and .independently .
Ronald Keith Ryan , **62
Torrill Scott Miller* '63
M ichael Lester Madden ScholarErnest L. Parsons Prize: Award- ship : Awarded by tho Scott Paper
ed to tho senior in Business Admin- Company in memory of Michael Lesistration who, in the opinion of the ter Madden to a Colby studont at
faculty of this department , com- tho ond of his or her sophomore yoar
bines high quality of scholarship, to apply to tho last two years of .unpersonality, and extracurricular in- dergraduate work , who has best
terest ,
demonstrated in ourrioular as well
Patricia Jane Millett, '62
as extracurricular activities outChi Epsilon Mu Prize In Chemis- standing scholarship as well as leadtry : Awarded annually to tho high- ership.
est ranking froshman in chemistry .
John Paul I-ollotor , '64
}
Duano "Record, 6S
Senior Scholars :
Mat homntlos Award : An achievePaulette Rachel French — Andre
ment award, in froshman mathemat- Gido 's Theories of tho Liberty of
ics , donated by tho Chcmi-B!;! Rub- tho Individual.
ber Company. ,
Theodore Maxwell Kellogg -— An
Arthur Henry Schwartz, '65
Attempt to Determine tho Haploid

Number of Chromosomes in Intermediate Iris.
Laura Fawn Newman — Rousseau and Voltaire : A Comparative
Study of their Thoughts.
Cynthia Joan Peters — Robert
Musil and Modern Man.
Sally Ann Proctor — A Study of
Tacitus.
Anne Marguerite Quirion — The
Contemporary French Novelist and
the Role of the Individual.
Merrill Claude Raikes HI — Iso-;
lation of Proteins from Nephrotic
Syndrome.
Daniel Traister — The Ethical
Transformation : Romantic to Victorian.
American Association of University Women 's Membership Award :
Membership for one year in the American Association of University Women is. awarded by the State of
Maine Division to a senior woman of
outstanding scholastic, citizenship,
and campus leadership.
Patricia Downs, ''62
Senior Marshals : (Highest ranking man and woman in the senior
class.)
; Pamela Ann Taylor ; Modesto
Mario Diaz
Bixler Bowl : Awarded to the fraternity which, as a group, has contributed the most . to the over-all
work of the college program .
Area winners : Administration :
Alpha Tau Omega
Scholarship: Pi Lambda Phi
Special Events : Zeta Psi
Athletics : Lambda Chi Alpha
Leadership : Lambda Chi Alpha
Winner : Tau Delta Phi
Honor Certificates : Presented to
those j un iors and sop h omores w h o ,
during their last two terms , have
won h onors in gen eral sc h o lars hip :
Honors in General Scholarship :
Stanton Howard Cramer, '63
Dian Rachel Emerson , '63
Robert John Gula , '63
Brian Gerard McAIary, '63
Marvin Carl Ostrovsky, '63
Cynthia Joan Peters , '63
Anne Marguerite Quirion , '63
Isaac Davis Balbus '64
r Arthur Greer Miller
, '64 v
Richard Matthew Pious, '64
Lawrence Douglass Schulze, '64
John Harry Sitkin-, '64
High Honors in General Scholar
ship:
Jon Franklin Hall , '63
Susan Barbara Stein , '63
Doris Helen Kearns, '64
Susanne Joy Noyes, '64
Honors with Distinction in Gen
eral Scholarshi p:
Laura Newman, '63
Barbar Anne Flewelling, '64 '
Phi Beta Kappa :
Margaret Jane Bone
Janet Mary Cole
Patricia Downs
Cynthia Barbara Dunn
Dorcas May Hebb
Janet Kathorine Hertzherg
Sandra Annette Keef
Bruce Reed MacPherson
Patricia Jane Millett
Alice Claudia Shest
Pamela Ann Taylor
Ann Blaisdell Tracy Janice Elizabeth Turner
• Prisoilla Gwyn Wiswall
Bixler Scholars : The following
students have been named Bixler
Scholars for the year 1962-1963 !
Susan Barbara Stein , '63
Barbara
Ann Flewelling, '64
^
Sozanne Joy Noyes, '64
Harjjet ' Francis Holmes; '65
Robert John Gula, '03.
Jon Franklin Hall, '63
Isaac Davis Balbus, '64
Lawrence Ellis Symington , '64
Alfred John DiMaio, '65
Condon Modal i Gift of the - late
Randall J. Condon , Class of 1826,
awarded to tho member of the senior class who, by vote of his classmates , and with tho approval of tho
faculty, is doomed to have boon tho
best college citizen ,
Patricia/Downs, '62
Cap and Gown : Membership in
tho Colby Cap and Gown is qonsidered tho highest non-scholastic honor which can oome to an undergraduate in the Woman 's Divieio_i. Election to tho organization is based on

the following qualificati ons : active
support of religious , cultural, social,
and athletic projects ; insight and
tolerance ; generosity ; and ability in
leadership.
Karen Claire Beganny, '63
Di ane Emerson , '63
Paulette Rachel French, '63
Marsha Palmer, '63
Anne Marguerite Quirion, '63 .
Barbara Read, '63
Edith-Ann Sewall, '63
Blue Key : The basic aims of Blue
Key are to stimulate leadership ; to
improve all aspects of student life
at Colby ; and to serve the College
in all other ways possible. Membership m Blue Key is considered the
highest non-academic honor in the
Men 's Division. Qualifications for
membership are : exceptional performance and leadership in extracurricular activities; satisfactory
scholastic • standing : good character
and integrity ; recognition of the
needs of the College and an active
interest in fulfilling them.
Charles Carey, '63
Tim Dakin, >63
Robert , John Gula, '63
Ralph Kimball, '63
John Wesley Miller , '63
Byron Petrakis, '63 ¦;
Peter Sperry Vogt, '63

Golfers Eighth
Iii New England
by Gavin Scotti
Colby College placed eighth out
of a field of 29 colleges and universities in the New England Golf
Tournament held at the Manchester
Country Club in New Hampshire on
May 11 and 12.
Ralph Noel qualified for match
play championships for the successive year. This means that out of
169 golfers Noel is in the top 16 in
New England . Along with Capt.
Noel were Ronnie Ryan , Tom l_ichardson , Ernest Sagalyn and Bruce
Fenn.
Colby also swept the State Tourney held at the Augusta Country
Club on May 14. Thi s marks the second year in a row that Colby has
won this honor.
,
Although the course was very wet,
the Mule ( golfers managed to turn
in the four lowest scores of the day,
to win the Coaches Trophy for their
excellent performance. In addition
to this , Capt. Ralph Noel won the
individual championship turning in
a 157 for the day. Powers McLean
of Bowdoin placed second in this
catagory with a close 158. Noel had
been runner up for this award both
in 1959 and 1961.
. Placing second , third ,. and fourth,
respectively were Bowdoin , U. of
Maine, and Bates.
WOMEN 'S CHIEF JUSTICE
Continued from Page One
President of Women 's Student League.
Asked to comment on the newlypassed election procedure. Polly
said : "I think that the vote , which
was .almost unanimous , is indicative
of tho feeling on the women 's side of
campus that a change was needed.
This is one of the many stops of
progress that the Student League
Board hopes to effectuate this coming year. "
According to tho Student League
Handbook , tho old procedure by
which tho Chief Justice of Women 's
Judiciary was selected was : "The
Chief Justice shall bo appointed
from tho junior class for one college
year by the President of Student
League in consultation with tho
Doan of Women and tho retiring
Chief Justice prior to the spring
election of tho Executive Board ."
The major change in procedure will
bo the election of tho Chief Justice
by tho entire Women's Division.

Cheerleaders Are
Enthusiastic
About Next Year

Cheerleading isn t just a football
season job at Colby College . . . it's
a year ro u nd activity, and will become more so in 1962-63. Four new
cheerleaders have been chosen to
rally the crowd next year. They are :
Jo-Ann Wincze, a junior from West
Hartford, Connecticut, who's major^
ing in art. Jo-Ann was co-chairman
of Campus Chest this year, and is
active , in many campus organizations. She is a member of Sigma
Kappa sorority ; Adora Clark, Betsy
Lyman , and-Pam Plumb are the
three freshmen girls. Adora is a
Oolby-Ette, a Homecoming Queen
candidate, and a member of , Chi
Omega. Her home is in Portland ,
Maine. Betsy Lyman, from Urbana,
Illinois, is also a Chi Omega and a
Homecoming Queen candidate. Pam
Plumb, who lives in. Riverside, Connecticut, was, as were the other two
girls , a freshman cheerleader this
year . Pam is a member of Chi Omega sorority.
The returning Colby cheerleaders
who you. all have seen in action are,
sophomores , Jan Hillary, Sue Ellsworth, and Marcia Phillips..The two
other juniors are Margie Briggs and
Karen Beganny. Karen, tbe new
captain of the squad , will be leading
this enthusiastic group to cheer our
teams on to victory.
The girls are also on the look-out
for enthusiastic boys who would
join them on the cheerleading squad.
There will be try-outs next fall for
those interested. Come on guys, It's
show some spirit !
> Will any student who has spe- j
j oific requests to make concernin g '
| the stockin g of tlie Colby College !
> Bookstore please , submit a writ- j
! ten recommendation to Student i
| G overnmen t , Box 792, Roberts i
¦ Union , by 5 :00 p.m., Monda y,
j
, May ¦2_ .
.
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Ronal d Hambur ger

Wins L & M Grand
Prix Contest

Ronald D. Hamburger, class of
'64 pre-med student from Worcester,
Massachusetts, is the winner of a
1962 Austin Healey Sprite MK H
sports car , for submitting one of
four prize-winning, limericks in the
Spring GRAND PRIX CONTEST,
sponsored by Liggitt & Myers Tobacco Company for New England
colleges. .
From the many thousands of limericks submitted, Hamburger and
three others — Michille A. Piro Of
Smith , Roy S. Egdall of Northeastern and A. Frank Lattanzi of Harvard — were named Sprite winners
by the judges in the L&M - Chesterfield Grand Prix , oh the basis of
originality aptness of thought and
clarity.
Both his parents are ' practicing
physicians , and Ronald , a Deans
List student, aspires to pursue his
M.D. at Tufts Medical School. When
ho isn't studying, Ron devotes his
spare time to Colby 's Powder and
Wig Dramatics Society and , recently, was elected "Head of House,"
having charge of tickets, ushers,
money, etc. at group-sponsored pro.
duations.
Hamburger was happy to learn
that his Sprite has the appeal to
become one of tho most popular
small sports cars in America. After
road testing the Sprite MK H, Car
and Driver, a leading sports oar
magazine, stated in its July, 1961
issue, "in stylo, roominess and performance, tho, Sprite MK H is everything the MG TD was."
, Should another contest appear , requiring ' witty iambio pantainotor ,
Ron might bo porauadod to aot as a
"limerick consultant. " Interviews by
appointment only !

STU-G REPORTS

Continued from Page Three
committee was still investigating
the merits of permanent class officers.
b. The most immediate problem ,
Mr. Robbins pointed out , was present class unity. This 1 committee submitted a report to the effect that
the Student Government allotment
to each class of $1.25 per student
was an unworkable sum . This next
year , being the sesquicentennial anniversary of the college , should be
a model year in the sense that class
spirit and unity could be established
through more activities. Mr. Robbins pointed out that each of the
class Presidents felt that they should
have a larger working capital in order . to break the traditional class
disorganizations. A point was raised
here that perhaps Student Government should increase this allotment
only by merit ; this could be accomplished by increasing service projects within the class."
14.' Religious Life Committee was
established by a majority vote of
the council. Mr. Marchese reported
that, after much investigation and
consultation with the Chaplain , he
N>

v

s**t[^i < ? -\ / r

found that it was valuable to have
this fu rther means of communication between IFA-Student Government-students.
15. Academic Life Cornrflittee - R.
Gula , Chrm .
After consultation with President
Strider and Mr. Trott , Mr.' Gula reported that his committee has formulated a recommendati on for expansion of the bookstor e plus st\ident planned stocking of books in
the store. Anyone with specific ideas
for books which they would like to
see in the Bookstore is requested to
submit this in writing to Mr. Gula
b efor e th e next Student Governm ent
meeting so that action may be taken on this committee's recommendations.
16. Mr. McKenna will be cordially
invited to attend the next Student
Government meeting to discuss the
problem of co-ed studying in th e
stacks.

b) from the walk from the girls
dorms to the Lovejoy Building where
the boardwalk was during-the winter.
There being no further business,
the meeting was adjourned at 8 :30
p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
Marsha"Palmer , Secretary
LOGOTHERAPY

Continued from . Page One
ed the life of Goethe as an example
of the work of the "life-sustaining"
power of a meaning orientation .
Gothe, because of his desire to finish his life work , F aust , before he
died , outlived his biological life span
by sheer force of will.
The escapism of modern man,
said Dr. Frankl , is caused by his desire to flee the "tragic triad " of
guilt, pain and death. Man must,
however, accept his finiteness.
Meanwhile, said Dr. Frankl, can
be found not only in creating of experiancing, but also in suffering.
This meaning can be found in the
attitude taken by the sufferer toward his suffering. We give to life by
creating, we take from life by exmriencing, and we achieve our freerlfun "through Hie stand which we

New Business

By majority vote , Stud ent Government voted to respectfully recommend that the College install
sidewalks
a) between Lovejoy and Keyes on
the terrace
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take toward our suffering. "Suffering," according to Dr. Frankl ,
"ceases to be suffering when it has
a meaning." Although man can often do nothing about the conditions
which cause his suffering, as in the
death camps , he can exercise his final and ultimate freedom in adopting
an attitude toward these conditions.
This not Hitler can take away.
Speaking of his own experiences
in his first days in Auschwitz , Dr.
Frankl related how the loss of the
manuscript of his first book had
thrown him into this "existential
vacuum" of meaninglessness. He
recognized , however , that the loss
of this- "spiritual child" was something of much less than ultimate
importance when , upon receiving
the prison clothes of a man who had
been gasse"d , he found in the pocket
a single page from a Hebrew manuscript on which he found the prayer,
"Love the Lord. thy God with all thy
heart and all thy soul :" a prayer
which he interpreted as telling him
to say yes to his life , rather than

Former Hockey
Star To Speak
For AFROTC

Colonel Raymond A . Fortin , a
former hockey great of the class of
1941, will return to his alma, mater
next Monday, May 21, to be guest
speaker .at the final ceremonies of
the Colby AFROTC.
Col. Fortin , who is originally from
Waterville , Me., entered Colby College ¦in 1938, where he compiled a
brilliant record as , one of Colby's
all-time great hockey stars. He received national recognition when he
was selected to play on the U.S.
Olympic Team of 1939-1940. Then ,
in 1941 , Col. Fortin went directly
into the service to begin his military
career. At the present time , he is
living in Augusta, Me. with his
family, where he is the . Chief of
Staff for the Maine Air National
Guard .
Col. Fortin will attend" all of the
final ceremonies of the AFROTC
which include : a Final Parade and
Review where award s will be presented , a social hour for the cadet
officers and guest immediately following this Parade and ."Review, and
a "Dining-In" ceremony for the
Corps in Roberts Union where the
Colonel will be the guest speaker.
The "Dining-In" • ceremony is a
tradition of the Air Force and afford s an excellent opportunity "-for
the entire Corps to meet socially at
a formal military function.
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Tailors, Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
I
Waterville
| 22 Main St.
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Continued from Page One
Columbia, he has conducted the
Colby glee club in concerts throughout the east. His interest and enthusiasm for choral work inspired
the formation of the Lamplighters
and the Waterville Area Choru s,
both of which he directs.
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BERLIOZ REQ UIEM

Well-known also as a composer ,
his works have been performed at
Town Hall (New York City), at tho
¦Tulliard School of Musical Art , Tanglewood , and by the Portland Symphony and the Boston Pops Orchestra .
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deny it and die. The meaning contained in'our sufferings transcends
our success or failure on the material plane of the world. Suffering
man rises above the horizontal dimension of success and failure . In a
man's attitude toward suffering he
either falls into despai r and meaninglessness or he rises above the
world and achieves meaning. Contrary to much psychological thought
said Dr. Frankl , it is not our fear
or anxiety which counts, but the attitude which we adopt toward it.
Logotherapy, said Dr. Frankl,
sees man not as deteiTnined but as
determining. Regardless of man's
environmental conditions , he still
has the freedom to determine what
his attitude will be toward it. To
logotherapeutic thinkers, the individual personality transcends itself
and remains forever unpredictable.
Man , said Dr. Frankl , is more than
psyche. Either he is free or religion
is an illusion and education is a delusion.
Man s condition is one of fallibility and mortality. Logotherapeutic
thought, however, sees these twin
conditions not as meaningless , but
as that which invests life with meaning. Our sense of guilt leads to attempts to improve ourselves , and
our awareness of death leads us to
recognize the need of responsibility.
Logotherapy holds that the recognition of these things leads us to
make the best possible use pf every
moment. Our task is to create realities , which , when we are old and
the past becomes nothing, have become aspects of a present reality.
The difference between man and the
animal , said Dr. Frank l , is that the
animal cannot grasp the meaning of
his suffering, while man can .
The ultimate meaning of our sufferings , said Dr. Frankl , exceeds our
limited intellectual grasp. Man has
to stand living while not knowing
ultimate meaning.- The concrete
meanings can only be interpreted.
Our age, according to Dr. Frankl,
is a time in which man has fully revea led his- nature. We- see man as
he really is: "a being who invented
Auschwitz, but also the being who
walked into' the chambers with his
head held back and a prayer on his
lips. "

^

, IS NOW AT
214 COLLEGE AVENUE
GENE RAL REPAIRS
SERVICE
TOWING
TR 2-9810
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Distiiigiiislied
Scholar To Speak

Howard Mum ford Jones , speaker
for the 1962 Colby Commencement ,
is a crisp and lively lecture r who
has preached the study of American
culture to student across the country for 40 years ; he will retire from
Harvard University this summer as
Abbott -Lawrence "Lowell -Professor
of the Humanities , Emeritus.
Looking ahead , he sees the study
of American life and letters as "one
of the most difficult and demanding
disciplines in the world of scholarship. " A. good American must know
not only the literature , hitory, music, art , architecture , and folkway of
the United States and Canada, but
also the life and culture of our European sources an_d of the vast
stream of American life south of
the Eio Grande.
"It is not , " he says, a discipline
for the "C" mind. "
Out of his own ranging studies ,
he has 1eotur'ed on American life to
student audiences on scores of campuses, He is remembered as a stimulating teacher by men who studied
in ( lie '20s and '.30s at Texas, NorthCarolina , and MioTiigan , as well, as
by Hiii-va rd men of the past 26
years .
His interest in books , some forgotten , that helped to shape American life led to publication of the
John Harvard'Library, of wliich he
is Editor-in-Chief .' The series provides hard-to-get books of importance in American intellectual history , tinder the imprint of the Belknap Press of the Harvard University Press. The range includes a
1789 survey of U.S. Roads, an autobiograp hy of tbe minister, Lyman
Beechor , an account of life on a
.Southern rice plantation , 'The Gospel of Wealth'' by Andrew Carn egie
and other influential books and documents, as well as "Uncle Tom 's
Cabin" and "Th e Federalist Papers. "
, As a. kind of farewell present to
bis students , this spring Professor
Jones Is giving a new course on
"Neglected Masterpieces" — 59
"books of literary or intellectual
merit, commonly omitted or slighted
in standard courses in literature."
On a book editor ' s suggestion (New
York Times) that readers could "enrol l vicariously " in the course by
getting: the reading list. Harvard 's
Lamont Library wan swamped by
some 700 requests.
A vigorous advocate of the humanities in a worl d of science , Professor -Tones served for several years
as Chairman of tlie American Council of "Learned Societies. He is a former President of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences , and in
194.1-44 was Dean of Harvard's
Graduate School of Arts and Scienc-Bi
Tn n. score of book s, lie has dealt
with American culture, literature in
Frenoh and English, and the place of
learning in tho United States. He
Continued on Pago Nine
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FISK UNIVERSITY
EXCHANGE
! For the past three years, Col- !
by has conducted an exchange
program with Fisk University, a >
Negro college in Nashville, Ten- !
nessee. Students may go to Fisk
for a semester of study and re-; !
turn to Colby with full credit ; in!
i return, a student from Fisk Willi
attend Colby the same semester.
Full details are available from !
either the Dean of Men or the |
Dean of Women , and interested^
students are urged to investigate !
the possibilities of entering the !
j exchange program immediately. ' >

i

Write Residence Director for Folder

W ILLIAfVi SLOANE (§111
/

HOUSE Y.M.C.A. ill j

356 West 34tli St (nr Ninth Ave.) ^JW'
Now York ,N.Y. Phono: OXtord 6-5133
(Ono Block From Ponn Station)

The National Science Foundation
has awarded Colby College $5,310 to
be used for the purchase of modern
scientific equipment. The NS-T program is based on a matching grants
arrangement through which Colby
must provide a similar amount to be

._--_¦-.-¦- ¦^^- ¦
^¦
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Dear .Senator..Goldwater :
As a citizen of this country, I wish
to bring to your attention the attached document. It is a Call to all
nations to choose delegates to draft
a proposed World . Consti tution.
None of the 180 prominent world
personalities who have signed the
Call believes such an effort to be
either impractical or unnecessary.
In fact , they sincerely feel this
might save the earth from disaster.
The Call has been delivered in the
name of these citizens of various
countries to most national governments during December "1961 . and
January "1962. I dearly hope this
project .w ill ' receive your full cooperation.
There are times in history when
scepticism is deadly and sheer idealism the key to salvation . So-called
impractical and visionary ideas can
then become a canvas , a basic material • on which to plan intelligent
and logical decisions for the welfare
of all concerned. We all know that
social idealism seldom offers a technical solution , but rather represents
an emotional drive ; it is from there
that competent legal minds can have
a chance to design a workable system. This is. what this Call is aimed
to do. I believe we are in such times
and agree with such an inspiring
idea. Whether delegates to the Convention will be successful or not,
cannot be known. Obviously, it is
not a minor problem , not it is an
easy challenge. T feel, however, th at
nn attempt at a World Constitution
could not have been started without
this effort.
For information on the history of
the Call , may I suggest that you
contact directly the Worl d Constitution Coordinating Committee, 2310
North 15th Avenue, Phoenix 7, Arizone.
"Very precisely, I respectfully request you to please present a bill to
tho effect that delegates would he
officiall y chosen by the United
States of America. If , in your
opinion , this docs not appear to be
tho righ t procedure please tell me
what (he procedure should be , and
what else I should do as a private
citizen.

allocated toward equipment purchase. :
Announced today were 334 grants
amounting to $5,009,180 to assist educational izistitutions "in meeting
the national rieed for competent scientists and engineers by keeping
abreast of the rapidly changing
needs in undergraduate instniption."
NSI" officials point out that the
grants will be .matched by the recipient institutions,1 . making1 a total
of more than $10 ' million availa-ble
for the purchase of : itemsr J such as

microscopes, small computors, spec-

trophotometers, balances, and other

scientific instruments. In choosing
proposals for support , . the. foundation placed priorit y on th ose which
showed the relationship of the equipment being. , sought ., to. , a new improved instructional program in a
specific area pf . science. .
, . .
,
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BER RY'S
STAT IONERS

"Good Shoos for
Collogo Men and Women"

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

i
I
;

51 Main Streot
Mnino
Watorvillo

:

Charge Aooounts

']

.___„ !

Clean , comfortable and inexpen-

sive accommodations for young
men and groups of all sizes are
available.
Rates-. $2.0542.40 single; $3.40$3.80 double .

Solby Receives
©rant For New
Science Equi pment

FOR GOD
FOR COUNT RY
FOR
SCOTTY 'S PIZZA
Opposite The Chez
TR 3-4372

J
j
j

:

j

DENNISON SUPPLIES
STUDIO GREETING CARDS ,
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
Sales • Sorvioo - Rontal
\
|
S£ tfOOL SUPPLIES

170 Mai n Street
Watei-ville, Maine

FLO'S
GREENH OUSE
186 SILVER ST.
WATERV ILLE, MAINE
Phono TR 2-8013
Mombor F.T. D.

'

ROLLIN S-DUNHAM

Wate rville
Savings Bank
Member of the
PBDEBAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE, CORPOKATION

COMPANY
HA RDWARE

]
'

HOUSEWARES
i

W E8TINGHOU8E
i

'

I

APPLIANC ES

i

Watorvillo

.

Mnino

i

LIBBY'S
jGULF

STATION

> Corner Spring and Silver Sts.

• Wate rville , Maine
Fall Tune- Ups
Road Service
and Towing
Tel. TR 2-6732

!

WELCOME TO
THE

AL C O R E Y
MU SI C CENTER
00 MAIN STREET

Ever ything iri Music
TRinity 2-58_2

Music Recital

Presented By
Oolby Students

A recital by students of music at

Colb y College , w as held at 4 p.m.

LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
vious coniradition he made. Coaches Kelley and Clifford are blamed
for the presence of these so-called
block-heads. "With their departure,
we may expect better products in
the future. In the same breath ,, the
author states that they mi ght b e
leaving due to dissatisfaction with
the procedure of the admissions office. This implies that the latter office is responsible for who is to enter
Colby. Once again, we are cast into
a state of confusion. Just who is
responsible ! If it's the admissions
officers , they'll still be here when
Kelley and Clifford leave. Perhaps
the writer should concern himself
with the admissions office rather
than the athletic department. We
have tried in utmost earnestness to
view these opinions in an objective,
serious manner, but in the end we
are still left in a high state of amusement. How else can such groundless accusations be viewed ? Really,
from what source could the writer
possibly have drawn , tp come up
with these conclusions ? We might
add , however, that we don't view the
author in 1 this same amusing light.
Words are words, and when they are
constructed so as to produce an unfavorable situation , it must be remembered that these words, like all
others," emanate from the human
mind. Therefore, we find it quite
pathetic , in considering the writer,
that he was not desirous of exploring his subject matter before setting it into words.

Sunday at the Given Auditorium on
the Mayflower Hill Campus.
The concert opened with"three vocal selections. Performing were
Lawrence Schultz , baritone, '64 ;
Katherine Herzberg, soprano, '62 ;
and Alice Webb, soprano, '62.
Instrumentalists were heard in
several selections. Among the composers to be represented in the latter portion of the recital were Henry
Purcell, Antonio Caldara , Archangelo Corelli and Johann Sebastian
Bach.
The string group consisted of
Mrs. Gesa Fiedler on violin and Mrs*
Dorothy Reuman on cello. Student
violinists were : Patricia Jack, '-62 ;
He rb ert "Wainer, '63; and De-Ann
Harris, '65. Lillian "Waugh , '63 was
heard on the cello.
A special feature was the Concerto
in C major for two pianos and
strings. Pianists were Peter Arvanitis, '64, and Willi am Fi edler , visiting lecturer in music.
At 8 p.m., there was an evening
of music at President Stridor's
house. Students who performed at
the later concert were Margaret
Br own , soprano, '62 ; Katherine
Herztoerg, soprano, '62 ; Jonathon
Moody, tenor , '65 ; Alice Webb, soprano, '62 ; John Wilson, ten or , '63,
As we stated above, there are all
Br enda Philli ps, soprano, '62 ; and lands of ' athletes , and it would be
Shannon McCnne; alto, '63.
¦foolhardy to believe that Colby is
-the recipient of a certain type. Thus,
there is a heterogeneity, among our
SPRING BIRD WALKS
athletes here at Colby, from the
Spring Bird Walk s will emmentally insufficient to, as the writphasize the identification and
er hopefully referred to , the "scholnatural histor y of woodland and
ar-athlete. " The records will bear
shrub birds of the Watervill e out that the athlete has, in proAr ea, as seen in the Perkins Ar- portion to the rest of the student
body, made no less a contribution to
boretum and Bird Sanctuary.
the academic program . The records
These walks will be held on May
will further show that the percen20 and June 3. Any student in- tage of failures among athletes is
terested should meet at 7 :00 a.m.
not that much greater , especially
when one considers that an athlete
on the lawn at the Mayflower
tim e to
Hill Drive entrance to the Colby has that much less free
spend on study. And wh at about the
Cam pus. Th is location is across
aesthetic void that the writer so
the street from 120 Ma yflower
generously attributes to the athF IELD
Hill Drive. BRING
lete ? We should be the first to
align ourselves with the writer if
GLASSES. In event of cancellahe were to speak of the lethargy
tion because of inclement weathatt er has f allen int o here
er , announcements will be made th at thi s m
at Colby, but when he relegates this
at 6 :55 a.m. on WTVL , or call matter enti rely to the athlete, th en
R. B. Davis at TR inity 3-4449.
w e must come t o a partin g of the
ways. The athlete constitutes appr oximately one eighth of the student body, but to be generous , let
us say he represents not more than
a quarter. This being the case, then
pray, wher e are th e rema inin g thr ee
quart ers of intell ectual giants when
th er e ar e guest lectur ers , concerts ,
etc. P Why so many empty seats P
Once again , the great tragedy in
the editorial arid in so many like
this is that , the writer is quick to
comment without much forethought.
This is particularly tragic when it
involves an expose of human nature.
The writer of the editorial hopes for
a great resurgence of aesthetic
thought and people in the forthcomin g "new era.", Let us hope that
ho, as well as all of us , will b e swept
into the swirl of this R enaissan ce ,
and with it wo will ride on tlio new
crest o[ intelleotualism.
Members of the Deke House
May 15, 1962
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NEW SHIPME NT FROM DENMARK
JUST ARRIVED - IN^LUtilNQ MANY
NEW DESIGN S IN HANDKNIT
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KIRK DOUGLAS

Drive-in
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Arne i Shar kski n
PLEATED SKIRTS

And
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The Maine Obsolete Automobile League , in conj unction with ;
the Colby Spor ts Car Club , will
hold its May meet and exhibition
in the parking lot by the Soccer
Field next Sunday , Ma y 20, from ;
,12 :00 to 3 :00. All interested stu- J
1 dents and faculty aro welcome to
| attend. Local vehicles 25 years ;
| old or older may be entered without club membership or cost.
!

PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
(Jontmned rrom .Page Two
which has an intensive quality to
it."
Such a philosophy might well be
urged upon Colby 's Administration
Department . It is not , of course , desirable to demand of the department
the admission only of monuments of
sheer intellect. Such individuals , often as not , are interested strictly in
themselves, can give nothing, and
only take. No college can survive
with such a student bod y. Heterogeneity remains an objective toward
which the Admissions Department
ought to strive. . A balance struck
between city-born, suburban , and
rural students , high I.Q. types and
"normally "^ intelligent students ,
athletes who are also interested in
their minds , forei gn-born and native
students, students of various religious , racial, and ethnic backgrounds, remains the most desirable
sort of student body for a college
to have. It would certainly be a
more desirable student body, in
terms of its mixture, th an th e t oo
homogeneous student body that
Colby now boasts. Certainly, it
mi ght not hurt to have around the
campus a few scruffy looking gents
who have to push their beards out
of the way of the sights of the microscope they are constantly looking
through , or some money little ladies
who really enjoy telling the economists all about the holes in their
pet theories — people who car©
about the education process, who
care about learning for its own
sake ; people who are curious, eager
to talk over, to explore , and to fight
for their ideas.
Colby is still poised on the brinfc
of excellence. It has teetered there
for some time, and the major lack
has consistently been in the quality
of the students admitted . Competition for excellent students may be
stiffer among the various colleges
now than ever before. Certainly,
Colby is now competing with schools
whose academic reputations are of
much greater antiquity than ours.
But we can do bett er th an we have
been doing.
It might be remembered that it is
a lot easier to round off the edges
of j agged people th an it is to do
anything to people who enter the
College as well-rounded as it is possible for a human being to get.
"Well-rounded people," it has been
said , "are like billiard balls : r eal
smooth , and easy to push around. "
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(Editor 's note : Most of the above
.article was -taken from Oscar Handling article in this month's Atlantic and adapted by William Withered for the Colby situation.)
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TOWN WITHOUT
/ PITY

TW O WAY STRET C H

CAMPUS COMMENT
Continued from Page Three
der were clearly conceived by all ,
there would be no simple corrective.
Yet it must be said that Colby has
taken strides in the proper direction ,
placing itself high up in the ranks
of American colleges. The most obvious step forward was the conception of the January Plan ; yet, as in
all of its strides forward, Colby did
not have the courage to fully exploit the potentialities of this plan.
The Colby student was' not given the
necessary freedom so that he could
reap the fullest benefits from his
"independent" study. As is so often
said , there is still the restrictive air
of the prep school about the campus.
What the college student of today
needs most is to be left alone. Most
college freshmen are eighteen years
old They are men and women who
are , or should be, primarily concerned with discovering themselves.
All the prescriptions and requirements, all the efforts at surveillance
and discipline, in both the academic
and social fields, obscure the true
nature of their tasks. They must
learn after their fashion , even at
the cost of false starts, errors , and
lost time. Colby can help them by
creating an environment for discovery. The faculty can help them mostly hy establishing contacts ,, fruitful
when free of the grading system ,
with these less experienced minds.
But the stifling competitive atmosphere of the race for position , which
the college generates by anachronistic grading methods , has no place in
this environment.
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Dear Mr. Editor :
Now that Recognition Assembly is
again a thing of the past, and the
once confident gri ns of the now
uncapped and untapped have turned
to tears of shame and astonishment,
let us reflect upon the similar occasion one year ago. At that time, as
our recollection serves us , the audience was provoked to shocked incredulity at the . election of a fewstellar non-entities and do-nothings
to our two senior honor societies.
This year , we optimistically trust
that these organizations will at last
come to realize their actual potential. This can be expedited by diligent and active leadership, a quality so strikingly absent in Cap and
Gown and Blue Key this past year.
It is urged that these organizations , as they select their officers ,
conscientiously avoid placing in position of responsibility those members whose election initially appear
a cruel and wanton jest. The past
months have borne out the fact that
those who have accomplished nothing and been elected , have been
elected and accomplishing nothing.
What have these two lauded groups,
especially Blue Key, accomplished of
any significant value to the college
this year, save the basic function of
self-perpetuation as 'witnessed today ?
In conclusion , using Blue Key as
an example, let me quote from page
2 7of the Student Government Handbook. "The basic aims of Blue Key
are to stimulate leadership, to improve all aspects of life at Colby,
and to . serve the College in all other
possible wajfs. Qualifications for
membership are : . . . recognition of
the needs of the College, and an active interest in fulfilling them ." Let
us hope that those elected this year
will, in complete contrast to their
predecessors , attempt to live up to
the stipulations under which they
achieved election.
Laurelled inertia is, indeed, a
sickening thing.
John Tucker
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In Finale

By Morg McGinley
If ever you should chance to be in Belgrade Lakes Village, you
should stop to talk with the natives who gather at the bridge there.
You can find them above the bridge in the brown., pinewood building
where boats are rented ,' or below the brid ge, casting their lines into
the stream which connects Great "Pond and Long Lake. Wherever you
find them, however, they are likely to tell you thtf same thing. They

say that the brown-colored boat livery near the bridge is the place
where the Brook trout was born. The
men who paint the boasts, they tell,
gave the trout his spot and they
taught him how to swim. Then they
turned him loose in Great Pond and
Long Lake, and soon he spread all
over the Belgrade Chain and north
to Canada. Wherever he went, men
pursued him , and that is why people
still come from many parts of the
country to wet a line in Maine
waters . Well, perhaps some of what
the townfolks say is exaggeration ,
but the old Maine natives are a people proud of their traditions, and
they merely want to emph as ize som e
of the "virtues of their state, not the
least of which is fishing.
I am not a ski enthusiast unfortunately, and while most Colby guys
and gals are on the slopes, I am bemoaning winter's blizzardly blasts.
But when the grass grows green
and there is no longer 'an icy covering on the) lakes, nature redeems
herself tenfold in my eyes. So it is
only human that when I can sneak
away from a Saturday morning
class , I head for a brook or pond.
You might think that good fishing
lies far from Waterville, but you
are wrong there, my friend ; and if
yon want to prove that to yourself ,
try some of the lakes in the Belgrade Chain. I do not maintain that
a novice will be successful,but my
luck has been, good of late, and that,
in itself , should be enough to encourage you to try your hand at the
ancient art of angling.
About a month ago, as fraternity
brothe r Marty Dodge and I stood
in the high, cold waters of a marsh
stream, I could not have given you
this advice. We were fishless and
numb with cold. Yet, two weeks
later , our faithfulness was rewarded
as w& fished a pond of unknown
name just south of here. I keep its
identity a secret, because the fishing was excellent. On that occasion,
in addition to Dodge and myself ,
Bruce MacPherson, Jim Foxman and
Bill Hager came along. Conditions
were perfect, and in about three
hours of fishing, wo had 23 trout.
Those who say that it is still too
early to fish flies will cough a bit
on this one, because we took the
majority of the fish on wets, dries
and streamers.
In the past week the fishing has
gotten even better. Following some
six days of rain , the sun shone over
the weekend, and with it, the trout
went on a feeding spreo. In some
two-and-a-half hours Marty Dodge,
who incidentally throws ono of tho
pretti est fly oasts you would want
to boo , caught ten or twelve Brook
trout on flies. He was fishing in
Long Lake in the Belgrade Chain.
On Mossalonskoo lake Charlie Angoll , an ADP brother , took six brookias on live bait. Just ono day later,
yours truly , was at roommate Mike
Itobinson's homo in tho Katahdin
area, and fished tho Molunkus
stream. As I worked downstream
from Mike's backyard to tho bridge
on tho main street of tho town of
Sherman Station, I creeled two native trout and missed several moro
strikes. Back I wont to the Robinson house with my trout, proud as
could, bo. All this wont for naught,
however, whon Mil.o's 11-yoar old
brother walked into tho house with
throe* trout of tho lo-lfl inch class.
My reputation as tho town Isaao
Walton was short-lived.
Despite tho fact that I have boon
outcl assed by tho 11-yoar old, and,

DiamondmenVictorious
Title Hopes Still High

Colby Cindermen

by Rod Gould
Colby's track team turned a
gloomy and frustrating season into
a semi-bright one with a strong
73-58 victory over Brandeis last Saturday in the season's finale.
John Beeson , Dan Politica and
Roger Jeans were the most potent
in order to save face, must be care- performers in the Mule assault - Beeful not . to mention fishing in his son won the pole vault (11') and the
presence, you can bet that I will be javelin Q.67'4"). Politica outdisenjoying the next two spring seasons tanced his opponents in the discus
with a fly rod an my hand. The only (126'8%"), placed second in the
disappointment idea about the whole shotput and third in the javelin and
thing is that I can't bo out on the hammer throws. . Roger Jeans was
stream more often. For instance , I the only. Mule to do serious damage
know that Marty Dodge and Bill to the Justices running attack. He
Hager will be heading for Jackman, won the two-mile and finished a
Maine and the Moose River loop close second in the mile.
Other point-getters for Colby were
when school is out. Then , by canoe
Bruce
Ferguson (second in the j aveand by foot , they will move northlin
and
second in the hammer) , Tom
east until they, reach the lakes just
Andrews
(second in the low hurdles
below the Allagash and its tributarin the high hurdles),
and
second
ies. That's one trip I would like to
(first in the broad
Harmon
Withee
make, but won't be able to.
jump and third in the high hurdles),
And that is why I urge you fish- Joe Adams (first in the hammer
ing advocates who have not yet tried throw) and Larry Dyhrberg (second
your luck here to get going. If you in the high jump, third in the shot
do I guarantee you won't be dis- put and third in the discus) . Olney
appointed. Fishing is the best it has White and Matt Perry helped the
been thus far this season , and as the cause with a third and second in the
weather warms some more, it will be 100, respectively.
even better. So, grab a pole and
This year's track team didn't
join the many Colby students and have a prolific year pointwise ; in
faculty who are enjoying Maine's fact , this was the only meet in
grest fishing . . . time's a wasting ! which they even approached their
potential. Yet, Coach Simpson still
maintains that this is his best team
since he has been at Colby. What
then is, as Simpson moaned, the
May 5 and 6 marked the dates of
cause of the "tragedy" of the '62
the sixteenth Annual Woodsman '_
track squad ?
Weekend held at Middlebury Col- ,
The elements didn't help much.
lege. Colby ranked seventh among
Cold, sno w, rain, sleet, fog and
thirteen competing colleges and unvarieties of these hampered outdoor
iversities.
practice no small amount. Yet, the
This rank becomes more impress- other three Maine schools all had
ive when the fact is considered that top-notch track outfits. When this
four places were taken ahead of Col- was brought to Simpson's attention,
by by forestry schools. This means the coaches brought this reporter to
that out of the participants who do the balcony of the field house and,
not specialize in the out-of-doors hands extended , exposed Colby's inschooling, Colby came in third. The door track facilities to view. A dirt
Mules were nosed out of sixth place track surrounding a basketball
by a mere 9.7 points, this place go- court and a baseball cage was about
ing to the University of Maine.
all that could be seen.
Colby has no indoor facilities for
Representing Colby at this event
were Marty Dodge, team captain, any field events. Moreover, Colby
Cary Parsons, Peter Mudge, Bill has no official winter track program.
Hager, Jim Ellis and Tom Gross- Bates, Bowdoin and Maine, on the
manr Coaches for the team are Skip other hand, in addition to having
Toilette and Shelley Vincent. Col- maximum facilities, have winter
by 's standing receives greater sig- track schedules of between six to
nificance considering the fact that eight meets. These schools also have
all of these men are freshmen with organized cross-country in the fall,
little or no competition experience whereas Colby has only an informal
and very little practice because of cross-country team , competing in
just one meet a year.
inclement weather.
Therefore, it really isn't too hard
The Mules failed to score a first
sympathize with Simpson . "Olbut placed second in fly casting and to
he went on, "could
two man obstacle canoeing. Third ney White,"
in the state,
sprinter
best
places were won in scoot loading, be the
been
able
to get the
hasn't
pack board racing and ono man ob- but ho
a
solution
to tho
work," However,
stacle and ono man portage canoebooks,
problem
is
in
the
facilities
ing.
in a
be
effected
and will, hopefully,
STANDINGS
of
tho
building
is
the
year or two. It
1 long-awaited gymnasium in which
Paul Smith College (A team)
2 there will bo facilities for basketball,
Nichols College (A team)
3 squash, handball and swimming. The
Nichols Collogo (B team)
4 ripping of stairs in the fieldhouse
Dartmouth College (A team)
5 would make that area available for
Paul Smith College (B team )
6 field events and allow the remain"CJ . of Maine
7 dor of the arena to bo converted inCOLBY COLLEGE
8 to tho track area it should bo. To
Middlebury College (A team)
9 this ond Messieurs Simpson., __oebs,
West Point (A team)
10 Williams ahd Winkin pray daily.
Dartmouth College (B team)
11
MaoDonald College
12
Middlebury College (B team)
.
I
.
13 I>
West . Point (B team)
'
I
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By Bruce Lytle
The Colby Baseball Team won its fourth straight game at home
last Saturday defeating Bowdoin 6-0 behind the four-hit pitching of
Jim Bridgeman and Tony Ferruci. The victory boosted Colby's New
England record to 5-won and 2-lost and to a 3 and .1 mark in state
series competition. Bates remained on top with a 5-2 victory over
Maine, but they have one more game to play than the Mules.

The Mules broke the scoring ice
in the second frame as Dick Bonalewicz doubled to right field and
eventually came home on Bob Glennon's sacrifice fly. Colby boosted
the lead to 4-0 in the fifth inning
when Mike Knox led off with a single and Bill Waldeyer reached base
safely on an error. Charlie Carey
singled to drive in Knox, and Bruce
Waldman chased two more runs 'in
with a base hit. The Mules scored
twice in the sixth on singles by
G-lennon and Bridgeman, a double
by Bill Leighton and a sacrifice fly
by Knox. That ended the scoring
for the day.
Bonalewicz led the Mule's attack
with a double and two singles.
Leighton belted out two doubles,
and Glennon chipped in with two
singles. However, the real story
concerning this victory was the
pitching of Jim .Bridgeman. Displaying a good fast ball , a sharp curve
and pin-point t control, Bridgeman
was touched for only two hits in
seven innings of pitching, while
striking, out 1
1 batters. Ferruci
pitched the last two innings apparently because Winkin felt he should
get some work. Bridgeman showed
little sign of tiring.
Bridgeman's pitching has proved
the point that coach John Winkin
has made all year : That ball players must see action out-of-doors , unhindered by the weather in order ,
to perform to their best ability. Sat-

urday, Wmkin's right-handed ace
was in top form for ' the first time
this season .
The Mules play the heavy-hitting
Friars of Providence College today,
while facing Springfield College in
a double-header Saturday. However,
spotty weather has upset "Wink's"
pitching plans, and he is not too
certain as to the rotation of his
pitchers.
Providence has a club which has
been hitting well this spring. Al
Bodington, Barry Nicholas, and
Rog Choiniere have led their attack.
Al Conning and Jim Hodgkins have
been their only consistent pitchers.
The Friars have been able to win
only with these two. Their staff is
thin, and as a result, Providence
has played only .500 baseball.
Springfield has been a mystery
team so far this spring. Forcasted
as one of the top 'squads in New
England , they have not been able to
win consistently. However, Springfield is loaded with baseball talent.
Archie Moore, their centerfielder , lis
probably the best outfielder iri New
England. Bob Willis, who beat The
Mules last year, heads their pitching staff . Bruce Robins of Waterville, Maine is also one of their leading pitchers.

Fr osh Tra ckmen
Lose Meet Despite
Bark er's Effor ts

exactly one foot short of the freshman record he set the week before.
In a moment of relaxation Barker
took a third spot in the hammer
throw.

by Bruce Hertz
The Baby Mule track team lost
two decisions last week despite the
spectacular efforts of Bruce Parker.
In the two meets with Deering High
School and the Maine Central Institute Barker compiled thirty-eight
p6irits out of the total ninety-eight
and two-thirds of "Colby 's points.
Last: Thursday, Colby entertained
the Rams of Portland and bowed to
their powerful surges 91-44. Barker
piled up 18 points for the Mules by
winning the pole vault, shot put,
and broad jump ; he also claimed a
second place in the discus . In other
events Craig Chapin streaked to two
second places in the 100 and 220
yard dashes in which the best times
were 10.5 and 22.9, respectively.
Sprinter Ken Gray of the Blue and
Gray took a close second in the 440
dash , in which the best time was
51.2 seconds. Bob Tripp took,seconds
in the highhurdles and the high
jump. Tripp also tied for second
place in the polevault behind teammate Barker . Tho winning height
was eight feet and six inches. In
the low hurdles , John Kauer broke
tho tape for a third placo at 21.1.
Dennis Carter 'won the javelin with
a throw of 162-7. Barker tossed the
shot fifty feet and seven inches,

s.

Both Providence and Springfield
have been erratic j however, a good
day on their part could make matters tough on the improving Mules.

While the varsity trackmen pounded Brandeis, the Colby Frosh were
edged by M.C.I. 61 one-third to 64
two-thirds. Barker again led the
individual scorers'" list with twenty
points , gained on the virtue of wins
in the broad jump, shot put , discus,
a second in the pole vault, tied for
second in the high jump and third
in the javelin.
In the low and high hurdles Bob
Tripp sparkled for the Mules and
took first in the highs and a third
in the lows ; his time in the highs .
was a commendable 16.7. Craig
Chapin and Ken Gray contributed
eight points each to tho team effort.
Chapin took the 220 in 23.7 seconds
and was followed by Gray in second .
place. Chapin also placed second in
the 100-yard dash. In the 440 and
880. Oolby took top place. Gray took
first place in the quarter mile, followed by teammate Arty Sills. Steve
Johnson of the Mules took a second
in the 880 with 1 a timo of two minutes and twelve seconds, In tbe high
jump, Bob Tripp dominated tho
competition arid took an easy first
with a leap of five feet, four inches,
(Barker swept all tho other field
evonti After throe meets, he has a
spectacular fifty-three points. Tho
team now has a 1-2 record.
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The Class Off icers f or
Seniors Make Plan s

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR

Continued from Page Six
wrote a biography of Moses Coit
Tyler, Michigan's pioneer teacher of
American literature. He wrote about
"The Frontier in American Fiction"
(1956), about "The Pursuit of Hap;
Dear Classmates,
piness" (1953) about "American
Humanism : Its Meaning for the
This morning your newly elected class officers met together for the World" (1957), and about the 1920s
first time. (They are, by the way, Charlie Gary, vice president; Ruth ("The Right Medusa" 1952). He
Scha'efer, secretary; Diane Ellsworth, treasurer; and myself.) It was stated his educational ideas in "Education and World Tragedy " (1946)
a lengthy session and very enthusiastic one. We made many tentative "Reflections on Learning" (1958)
and "One Great Society" (1958)
plans for next year and feel that we should share them with you.
"The Scholar as American," his
As we are now on the thresholc to our last year at Colby, we can 1960 inaugural address as the first
review our three years here to find next year. Our Graduation is some- Abbott Lawrence Lowell Professor
few fruits of our class organization. thing in which we are all interested : of the Humanities, caught the interTo blame anyone or anything for
1. Commencement Speaker
est of the scholarly and literary
bur lack of activity and unity is
2. Commencement ceremonies on world, and received a $1,000 prize
not only senseless, but also impos- the steps of Miller Library
from the Fund for Adult Education
sible. Next year holds too much for
3. Class gift
for an outstanding speech on public
us to be concerned with our past
Indeed, we won't have the final responsibility.
three years at Colby. At Monday's say in some of these questions, and
Professor Jones, who turned 70
Student Government meeting (May others that we will tackle, but a this spring, will continue to live and
The DEKE's. celebrate the coming of the birds and the bees,
14) I made a plea on behalf of ours real effort can be made to present work in Cambridge.
_^-_»^^ <^_ »'<^- <>i^^^ »-^-_^^^- _^ i^^ <^l^'^ »^Pt.^ .^<^^ w^-^^- _^id-V*
y> ^--^^^ .^^^^^^
-_^^^'^^^^and the classes of '64 and '65 to in- strong class recommendations to
His first volume, "A Little Book
crease the sum of money which is those who do make the decisions.
of Local Verse," appeared in 1915,
now paid to the classes from each
Rather than have poorly-attended the year after he received the Bachi
f
person's activities fee. This sum is class meetings for the purpose ' of elor's degree from the University of
now $1.25. But we, as a class, can 't seeking out class opinion , we will Wisconsin. A native of Saginaw,
..
expect handouts from Student Gov- organize, a senior class council. This Mich., has had gone to Madison
ernment. If we want money for more group will meet with the officers after two years of study at the Laclass functions we- will have to earn and be our direct contact to each Crosse, Wis. state normal school.
it by proving that next year's se- senior. Floor representatives from Other volumes of verse and drama
nior class can contribute. There aw Mary Low and representatives of appeared in the next decade, while
numberless service projects that our fraternity men and . independents he was studying at the University
could be a possibility. It is hoped of Chicago and later teaching Engclass can organize :
that the Dean of Men and Dean of lish at the University of Texas from
1. clothing and toy drives
2. assisting town organizations in Women will accept invitations to 1919 to 1927. Three years at the
meetings. Their presence and parti- University of North Carolina folother fund drives
3. Having a party for under-priv- cipation will assist our endeavors lowed, and then six at Michigan,
ileged kids at Halloween in Run- and give validity to class requests. before he joined the Harvard faculty
General class meetings will be sched- in 1936 as Professor of English.
nal's Union.
Professor Jones was acknowledged
I'm certain some imagination will uled when the Senior Council finds
and quoted extensively by Recogniyield even more ideas. These pro- it necessary.
jects, to be sure, won't earn us any
I and other officers are very en- tion Assembly Speaker President
money. In fact , they may cost us a thused about next year. What I Blewett of Westbrook Junior College
little. But at least we'll be offering have "mentioned in this letter is, by for a clever and memorable coma contribution where it's needed ; no means , our final goal. There is mencement address delivered many
we will begin to unify our class by so much more that could be added years ago.
with your suggestions and participaworking as a class.
,
As for social functions , we can tion. This letter is my reply to all
earn these for ourselves. With . the of you who said.: "Okay, you're in.
proper class spirit we can always Now do something."
•raise money whether it be through
The officers will meet again next
Student Government or our own Wednesday morning May 23, " . at
( From the Bowdoin Orient —¦
money - earning projects. A class 10 :30 on the second floor of Love- Thursday, May 10) The use of an
outing to kick-off the year in Sep- joy. If you have any comments on Honor System was strongly urged
tember and a cocktail party later this or anything else, contact us be- by the Bowdoin Student Council.
on in the year are probable. If the fore then. Better yet, if you have The action followed a similar recclass wishes, we can do much more some time, stop in at the meeting. ommendation made by the Colby
socially, provided that we are will- We're open to any and all sugges- Student .Government. The Bowdoin
tions.
ing to function as a class.
proposal was adopted unanimously
If you wish to serve our class,
Very truly yours,
by the Council on Monday, May 7.
there will be many opportunities
Ken Robbins
Continued on Page Ten
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Orient Opposes
Honor System
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ORIENT OPPOSES

Continued from Page Nine
It suggested that different honor
system be tried by individual professors on a voluntary basis.
The Committee's report notes
that honor systems have already
been successfully adopted at the

more desirable atmosphere and that
an honor system with slight imperfections was more desirable than a
proctor system," the report said.
The Bowdoin Orient, in an editorial, applauded the council's suggestion as a "wise and practical solution to a very touchy problem." The

University of Virginia, Oberhn College , Washington and Lee University, the U.S. Military Academy,
Princeton University, Wellesley College , Wesleyan University, Williams
College and Dartmouth College.
"The general consensus of opinion
was that an honor system provided a

Orient, however, doe's not like the the fact that "tattling" can lead
idea of an honor system. It feels to complications, and questions the
that, "Students are on their honor practicality of enforcing the plan.
in this matter even without a written code — they are bound by an
unwritten, but no less valid moral
STATE FAIR
iaw which says they should not
cheat." The Orient also objects to
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